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Salford u3a 05/05/22 1030-1310h Little Woolden Moss  
Sunny Bright Light Breeze 
 
It was once again time for the u3a to pursue their hobby, this time the 
starting point being New Moss Wood which was reasonably busy with 
birdsong considering that the dawn chorus was several hours earlier. 
 
The dominant song being that of the aptly named Song Thrush with the 
supporting cast being that of Great Tit/Wren/Greenfinch and of course 
the now ubiquitous Goldfinch. 
 
Peering into the farmed fields as we progressed north proved to be of 
little worth as modern farming seems to have found a way to exist 
without its birdlife but we persevered and further on we did find some 
birds. 
 
Distance seemed to be trying to set up obstacles to our peering but with 
effort we did manage to note Yellow Wagtail, see and hear Skylark. All 
the while a Buzzard perched up and quietly observed the observers. 
 
A slightly faster pace to put distance between ourselves and the drone of 
the M62 then led us to note the odd Swallow or two as they skimmed 
the air above us whilst we used our individual binocular skills to track 
down one of the Whitethroats which were singing from within bramble 
patches along our route. 
 
Willow Warbler seemed to act as heralds as they gave their cascading 
notes of welcome as we approached Little Woolden Moss Nature 
Reserve for an altogether more pleasing landscape than the 
monotonous sweep of turf fields which we had just passed along. 
 
It was time for a bit of Rest and Recreation allowing all to grab an early 
lunch whilst the reserve gave of its best to entertain us with the bundles 
of life to which this place is home.  
 
All too soon sandwich nibbling was put aside as a Hobby graced the sky 
above our alfresco dining area. 
 
This elegant, nay dashingly beautiful summer visiting falcon was intent 
upon a recent hatch of Large Red Damselfly and was demonstrating its 
aerial agility with theatrical aplomb... 
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We, the audience, were suitably impressed but before our food could be 
returned to a Marsh Harrier swept by on steady wings, above it two 
more Hobby arrived as if too looking for an appreciative audience. 
 
The sky then gave Buzzard and Kestrel for our eyes to dwell upon but 
enough was enough and we allowed a touch of the blasé to creep in 
whilst food was finished. 
 
A return to sky watching added a parachuting Meadow Pipit/tumbling 
Lapwing and a return to raptor watching as Carrion Crow chased 
Buzzard and Buzzard chased Marsh Harrier... 
 
Then after a check of the eastern pools to gain closer views of 
previously heard Oystercatcher we decided that the ease of a comfy 
chair was our next destination. 
 
The slightly long walk back to our cars was accompanied by sunshine, a 
light westerly breeze and thoughts of a perfect wander with nature. 
 
Dave. 
 


